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}  FAR 91.103- At minimum the pilot must be familiar with the 
runway lengths at the airport(s) of intended use and the 
relevant performance capabilities of the aircraft (T.O. and 
landing distances). For any flight “not in the vicinity of the 
airport”, the pilot must also be familiar with the weather 
reports, forecasts, fuel requirements, available alternates and 
known traffic delays. 

}  FAR 91.151- Fuel requirements for flight in VFR conditions: 
enough fuel to cruise 30 minutes beyond destination (day) 
and 45 minutes at night.  

}  FAR 91.167- Fuel requirements for flight in IFR conditions: 
Complete the flight to the airport of intended landing and fly 
from that airport to the alternate airport and fly after that for 
45 minutes at normal cruising speed. 



}  Pilot condition 
}  Aircraft condition 
}  Weather 
}  Charts, Routes 
}  Duration, Miles 
}  Load, Fuel 
}  Alternate plan 
}  Communications, Airspace 
}  Notams, TFR’s 
}  Emergency gear, Procedures 
}  Flight plan 
}  Risk Management Tool 
}  Flight release 



◦ IMSAFE CHECKLIST 
◦  Illness: Do you have current or recent illnesses that could affect 

the flight? 
◦  Medication: Have you been taking any medications that could 

impair your ability to fly? 
◦  Stress: Are you experiencing unusual psychological pressure 

and/or anxiety? 

◦  Alcohol: Have you had any alcohol in the last 8 hours? Are you 
hungover? 
◦  Fatigue: Are you tired and/or adequately rested? 
◦  Emotion: Are you emotionally upset about anything? 

 







}  A. Get the big picture – Weather Channel/Local weather 
}  B. Look out the window 
}  C. Call airport AWOS/ASOS 
}  D Weather briefing 
◦  1. Standard Briefing 

�  a. Adverse conditions – SIGMETS/PIREPS 
�  b. Synopsis 
�  c. Current conditions 
�  d. Enroute forecast 
�  e. Destination forecast 
�  f. Winds aloft 
�  g. Notams 
2. Abbreviated briefing 

 a. To supplement other electronically acquired data 
 b. When one or two specific items needed 



}  3. Outlook briefing 
◦  a. When departure time is 6 hours in the future 
◦  b. For planning only – Will need a standard brief at departure 

4. In-flight briefing 
 a. Contact flight service 
 b. ATC advisories 

 
5. Aircraft data link 

 a. G1000 
6. Consider VFR minimums 



}  Layout the route to determine the heading and the 
route of flight. 
◦  1. Locate radio aids for direct navigation or cross-checks 
◦  2. Airspace affecting the route 
◦  3. Any low altitude routes you can use 
◦  4. Terrain features/obstacles/MEA 
◦  5. Select cruise altitude 





}  Measure the miles of each leg 
}  Estimate the time enroute 
◦  1. Based on aircraft performance 
◦  2. And winds aloft 
◦  3. Will the flight or part of flight take place at night 



}  Complete weight and balance calculations 
}  Use notebook/phone app. 
}  Take on required fuel 



}  Locate airports along the route of flight 
}  Always have “Nearest” visible on the G1000 



}  Plan the communications sequence ahead of time. 
}  Know the airspace communication requirements 





}  Get NOTAMS in the weather brief 
}  TFR’s located on the FAA website, AOPA website, 1800Wx Brief 



}  Know what emergency gear is in the aircraft. 
}  Develop an emergency kit to suit the route of flight. 



}  Review the aircraft emergency procedures. 



}  A. Know the CAP requirements – 50+ miles 
}  B. Complete a flight log 
}  C. File the flight plan – VFR/IFR 
◦  1. Electronically 
◦  2. Call Flight Service 







}  Complete the CAP ORM 
}  In addition, could use your own form 
}  Personal minimums 



}  Pre-flight the aircraft 
}  Get a flight release 
}  Launch 



}  A. Navigation in the arrival environment 
◦  Aircraft separation 
B. Descent planning 
C. STARS for IFR 
D. Airspeed 
E. Approach planning 

 1. Weather – AWAS/ASOS/ATIS/G1000 
 2. Aircraft performance 
 3. IFR charts/ airport diagram 
 4. Communication 
 5. Airport entry 
 6. IAF – heading 
 7. Clearance  
 8. Wake turbulence 
 9. Lights on 
 10. Close flight plan  

 








